
Trands USA Quality Control Claims Policies 

Type of issue Validity of claim Solution/ Compensation Notes 

⚫ Fabric defects / damages

⚫ Lining defects / damages

⚫ Oil / stains

⚫ Pressing marks

⚫ Weave defects

⚫ Within 72 hours

of receiving

garment

⚫ Remake the garment

⚫ Dayang bears the cost of

replacing materials,

repairs, alterations where

possible

⚫ The recipient must inspect the garment for

appearance issues as soon as received

⚫ Any washed/tailored/altered garments will not qualify

for claims

⚫ To verify garments as not washed or worn they should

have the original sewing thread, and garment

hangtags should be kept

⚫ Measurement issues

(Measurements within

manufacturing tolerance

are not considered

measurement issues)

⚫ Within 4 weeks of

receiving garment

⚫ Remake the garment

⚫ Reimburse the cost of

repairs / alterations

⚫ Measurements of delivered garments must be

compared to the data that was originally input in the

system, not the customer’s body measurements

which could change from ordering time to receiving

time.

⚫ Wrong materials

unchangeable (fabric,

lining…etc)

⚫ Wrong materials

changeable (buttons)

⚫ Wrong design options

⚫ 3 months is the

maximum validity

⚫ Within 4 weeks - remake

or replace materials where

possible

⚫ Within 3 months - offer

credit on future orders-

discuss on a case by case

basis

- All claims must have clear photos & evidence showing the issue and have to be verified by the factory before providing remedy to the issue.

- Any claimed garment must not be washed, worn, altered…etc.

- As CMT fabrics have an unpredictable variety of compositions and characteristics, retailers may define fabric defects differently.  The factory will

only inspect obvious defects.  Should retailers have any special requirements or standards for their CMT fabric, this needs to be discussed with

Customer Service ahead of time.


